Abstract SO(11) gauge-Higgs grand unification in the Randall-Sundrum warped space is proposed. Orbifold boundary conditions and one brane scalar field reduce SO(11) to the standard model symmetry, which is further broken to SU (3) C × U (1) EM by the Hosotani mechanism. In a minimal model quarks and leptons are contained in a multiplet in 32 of SO(11) in each generation. Proton decay is not induced by gauge interactions.
The value of θ H is determined dynamically, from the location of the global minimum of the effective potential V eff (θ H ). At the classical (tree) level V eff (θ H ) is completely flat, as θ H is an AB phase yielding vanishing field strengths. At the quantum level V eff (θ H ) becomes nontrivial as the particle spectrum and their interactions depend on θ H . It has been shown that the θ H -dependent part of V eff (θ H ) is finite at the one loop level, free from ultraviolet divergence even in five or more dimensions as a consequence of the gauge invariance. Nontrivial minimum θ min H induces gauge symmetry breaking in general. The mass of the corresponding 4D Higgs boson, proportional to the second derivative of V eff (θ H ) at the minimum, becomes finite irrespective of the cutoff scale in a theory, giving a way to solve the gauge hierarchy problem. This mechanism of dynamical gauge symmetry breaking is called as the Hosotani mechanism.
Gauge-Higgs unification models of electroweak interactions have been constructed. [4] - [10] The orbifold structure of the extra-dimensional space is vital to have chiral fermions, and natural realization of dynamical EW symmetry breaking is achieved in the five- With the gauge-Higgs EW unification model at hand, the next step is to incorporate strong interactions to achieve gauge-Higgs grand unification. [14] - [21] There are models of gauge-Higgs grand unification in five dimensions with gauge group SU (6), which breaks In this paper we propose a new model of gauge-Higgs grand unification in RS with gauge symmetry SO(11) which carries over good features of SO(5) × U (1) X gauge-Higgs EW unification. We show that the EW symmetry breaking is induced even in the pure gauge theory by the Hosotani mechanism, in sharp contrast to other models. Quarks and leptons are implemented in a minimal set of fermion multiplets. Proton decay is naturally suppressed.
The model is defined in the RS spacetime with metric ds
where The SO(11) gauge potential, A M , expressed as 11 by 11 antisymmetric hermitian matrix, satisfies the orbifold boundary condition (BC) given by
P 0 and P 1 break SO(11) to SO(10) and SO(4) × SO (7), respectively. In all, the symmetry is broken to
Fermions are introduced in the bulk in 32 and 11 of SO (11), Ψ 32 and Ψ 11 . We introduce a scalar field in 16 of SO (10), Φ 16 , on the Planck brane. To make matter content in Ψ 32 and Φ 16 transparent, let us adopt the following representation of SO(11) Clifford algebra
Here σ 0 = I 2 and σ 1,2,3 are Pauli matrices. Note that Γ 11 = −iΓ 1 · · · Γ 10 . The SO (11) 
Here γ 5 = ±1 correspond to right-and left-handed Lorentz spinors, and η 11 j = ±1. The action in the bulk is given by
where L g.f. and L gh are gauge fixing and ghost terms. Here
The action for Φ 16 is given by
where
Without loss of generality we suppose that the 12th component of Φ 16 develops VEV, (T 56 + T 78 + T 9,10 ) .
The content of Ψ 32 is easily determined by examining Q EM in the representation (2) with BC (3). The result is summarized in Table 1 . BC at y = 0 with P sp 0 admits parity-even lefthanded (right-handed) modes only for 16 (16) of SO (10), whereas BC at y = L with P sp 1 admits parity-even left-handed (right-handed) modes only for SU (2) L (SU (2) R ) doublets.
In Table 1 a field with hat has an opposite charge to the corresponding one without hat.
For instance, u j andû j have Q EM = + µ . The photon is given by
In terms of the SU (2) 
is identified with the neutral Higgs boson in four dimensions.
Insertion of (10) intoŴ shows that θ H is the AB phase. A gauge transformation generated
shifts θ H to θ H + β, and changes BC matrices to P 0 = e −2iβT 4,11 P 0 and P 1 = P 1 . Note that T 4,11 = σ 2 in the 4-11 subspace in the vectorial representation, and T 
The boundary conditions in (1) and (3) are preserved provided β = 2πn (n: an integer). The gauge invariance guarantees the periodicity in θ H for physical quantities.
The value of θ H is determined by the location of the global minimum of the effective potential V eff (θ H ), which is flat at the tree level but becomes nontrivial at the one loop level. To find the mass spectra for θ H = 0 and evaluate V eff (θ H ), it is most convenient to move to the twisted gauge generated by Ω(y; −θ H ). In this gauge the backgroundÃ y vanishes andθ H = 0. (Quantities with tilde denote those in the twisted gauge.) The boundary condition matrices becomẽ
in the 4-11 subspace, andP 1 = P 1 . ForΨ 32 (13) .P For instance, C(z; λ) = 1 2
Only particle spectra depending on θ H affect the θ H -dependent part of V eff at 1-loop. In
(a = 1, 2) mix with each other. Their mass spectra (m n = kλ n ) are determined by zeros of C(2SC + λ sin 2 θ H )| z=1 = 0 where C = dC/dz.
SimilarlyÃ
mix with each other whose spectra are given by
The Y boson part,Ã aj µ (a = 3, 4, 11, j = 5 ∼ 10), also yields θ H -dependent spectra. It decomposes into 6 sets of {(a, j)} = {(3, 5), (4, 6) , (11, 6 )}, {(3, 6), (4, 5) , (11, 5) }, etc. In each set
Other components ofÃ µ have θ H -independent spectra. The spectra ofÃ z = (kz) 
Other components ofÃ z have θ H -independent spectra. It follows from Eqs. (14) and (15) that
Wave functions of W and Z are the same as in the SO(5) × U (1) X theory with sin 2 θ W = 3/8.
The spectrum ofΨ 32 is determined by the boundary condition (3) withP sp 0 in (13). The spectrum is given, in the absence of brane interactions discussed below, by
where the upper component is for pairs (ν, ν ), (e, e ), (u j , u j ), (d j , d j ) and the
(λz, λz L ). ForΨ 11 , the 4th and 11th components mix throughP 0 in (12) , and their spectrum is given by
for η = ±1. Other components have θ H -independent spectra. We note that the spectrum of Ψ 32 is periodic in θ H with a period 2π, whereas that of gauge fields and Ψ 11
with a period π.
With the mass spectrum at hand, one can evaluate V eff (θ H ) at 1-loop in the standard method. [5, 8] There is a distinct feature in the spectrum in the gauge field sector. In the gauge-Higgs grand unification there are six Y towers with the spectrum (16) where the lowest modes have the smallest mass for cos θ H = 0. This leads to an important consequence that even in pure gauge theory the EW symmetry is spontaneously broken by the Hosotani mechanism. V eff (θ H ) evaluated with (14)- (17) has the global minimum
π. See Fig. 1 . This has never happened in the gauge-Higgs EW unification models. Ψ 32 does not affect this behavior very much in the absence of brane interactions.
Contributions from particles with the upper spectrum in (18) and those with the lower spectrum almost cancel numerically in V eff (θ H ) for z L 1. Ψ 11 with η are also allowed. With these brane interactions a more realistic fermion spectrum can be achieved. As mentioned above, V eff (θ H ) is minimized at θ H = ± 1 2 π in pure gauge theory.
π, however, leads to a stable Higgs boson due to the H parity, [22, 23] In this paper we have presented the SO(11) gauge-Higgs grand unification model which generalizes the SO(5) × U (1) X gauge-Higgs EW unification. The orbifold boundary condition and brane scalar Φ 16 reduce the SO(11) symmetry directly to the SM symmetry. The 4D Higgs doublet appears as the extra-dimensional component of the gauge potentials with custodial symmetry. The EW symmetry is spontaneously broken by the Hosotani mechanism, even in the pure gauge theory. We presented a minimal model with Ψ 32 for quarks and leptons in which proton decay is not induced by gauge interactions at the tree level.
There remains a task to pin down the parameters of the theory to reproduce the observed Higgs boson mass and quark-lepton spectrum, and derive phenomenological predictions.
We will come back to these issues with more details in forthcoming papers.
